
APPLICATION GUIDE

Autonomous Emergency Braking 
Car-to-Car Rear Moving and 
Braking

AEB CCRm and
AEB CCRb



Definitions:

When testing Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) systems with a moving 
or braking vehicle target, it is necessary to know the precise location, 
speed, acceleration and yaw rate of both the Vehicle Under Test (VUT) and 
the target.  It is also necessary to know the precise heading of the VUT. 

The location of both vehicles can be captured simultaneously 
using two RTs.  You can then use RT-Range to calculate the 
distance, angle and time to collision between the vehicles.

Alternatively, a robot platform can be used for the target.  
This replaces the need for an additional INS as RT-Range 
is able to interface with all major robot platforms.

Car-to-Car Rear Braking (AEB CCRb):
A collision in which the hunter vehicle travels forwards towards a target vehicle 
that is initially travelling at the same speed. The target vehicle then decelerates, 
and the frontal structure of the hunter vehicle strikes the rear of the target.

Car-to-Car Rear Moving (AEB CCRm):
A collision in which the hunter vehicle travels forwards towards a target vehicle 
that is travelling at constant speed. The frontal structure of the hunter  
vehicle then strikes the rear structure of the target.

We recommend using the following systems:

Vehicle Under Test 
(Hunter):

 / RT3000 v3 with  
RT-Range S 
Hunter option

 / RT Strut

 / RT X-LAN base

Target Vehicle 
(towed):

 / RT3000 v3 
(recommended) 
or RT1003

 / RT-Strut

 / RT X-LAN client

 / dGPS radio

Additional 
equipment:

 / RT-Base S

 / NAVsuite

 / RT-Range Suite



Required measurement Euro NCAP required accuracy RT3000 v3 accuracy RT1003 Accuracy

Position 0.03 m 0.01 m* 0.02 m*

Speed 0.1 km/h 0.05 km/h 0.1 km/h

Acceleration 0.1 m/s2 0.015 m/s2 0.06  m/s2

Yaw Rate 0.1 o/s 0.075 o/s 0.1 o/s

Heading 0.1 o 0.05  o 0.1 o

*with RTK base station
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The set-up process:
1. Begin setup
/ Set up base station and switch on to commence position averaging

2. Install equipment in Hunter Vehicle 
/ Install RT-Strut in Hunter Vehicle

/ Mount RT3000 v3 onto RT-Strut

/ Install radio modem from RT-Base S and secure antenna to the vehicle exterior

3. Install equipment in vehicle towing target
/ Install RT-Strut in towed vehicle

/ Mount RT3000 v3 or RT1003 onto RT-Strut

/ Install additional radio modem and secure antenna to the vehicle exterior

4. Configure RTs and warm up
/ Power on each RT and configure using NAVconfig

/ Initialise each system and use NAVassist template in NAVdisplay to warm up

/ Use Quick config in NAVdisplay to set local co-ordinates

5. Configure RT-Range
/ Enter IP address of the RT3000 in the hunter vehicle

/ Set number of targets to 1 and set IP address to that of the RT in the towing vehicle

/ Enable Polygon points and configure for both hunter and target

/ Measure and set the lever arm from the RT to the polygon origin point

/ Enable local co-ordinates (copied from RT) and commit configuration

6. Validate configuration
/ Position the VUT directly behind the target and drive until the two 
  are just touching at the desired contact point

/ Use Quick config to set any longitudinal and lateral offsets 
   required to correct any measurement errors

7. Start testing
/ Configure RT-Range display page with the required measurements

/ Select “Start logging” and commence your testing


